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• Vision

• Technology and Market 
Landscape

• Strategic Objectives

• Programs and Activities
– Charging Infrastructure
– Education and Outreach
– Community and Low-Income 

Support
– Commercial and Public Fleets
– Planning, Load Management 

and Grid Integration
– Technology and Market 

Awareness
– Rate Design
– Internal Activities

• Costs and Benefits
• Analysis and Reporting
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Transportation Electrification 
A Better Energy Future for All
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Beneficial Electric Load Growth
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Transportation must be decarbonized
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Guiding Principles
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Strategic Objectives & Goals
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Programs and Activities to meet Objectives
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Mass market sentiment in the light-duty 
passenger segment

- expecting a tipping 
point in 2023
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“I’d like to get an EV if it will 
save me money and will be a 
better overall experience than 
a gas vehicle . . . also I’d like 
an SUV or truck”



Medium- and heavy-duty markets

• Interest and demand increasing
• Short on supply
• Potential for rapid adoption
• Disproportionate grid impacts
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Emerging Technology & Markets
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Charging Infrastructure

• Residential

• Commercial
– Workplace 
– Fleet
– Mulitple-Unit Dwelling (MUD)
– Public

• DC fast

• Customer choice, “make ready” & TOU rate support 3rd party ownership
• Load management requirements
• May consider future rebate and/or lease program
• DC fast chargers owned by Avista and 3rd parties, 50/50 approach
• High reliability and cost controls are essential
• Commercial EV TOU rate available in 2021, residential TOU 

rate in 2023
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Education & Outreach

• Online information & tools
• Dealer outreach, training 

and referrals
• Educational campaigns
• Social media
• EV Experience Center

- EV inventory and availability in the region must be improved -
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Community and Low-Income Support Programs

• Collaborate and partner with 
community stakeholders – leverage 
resources together to achieve 
results that make a difference

• Provide EV and EVSE for 
community service organizations 
through collaborative and 
competitive proposals

• Provide EVSE to disadvantaged 
communities, low-income MUDs 
and residential customers

• Develop and implement pilot 
programs with public transit 
agencies, school districts and/or 
TNC platforms as early as 2022

• Consider partnering with Envoy 
and/or other organizations, piloting 
ride-sharing and car-sharing 
services
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Commercial and Public Fleet Support
• Online info & tools

• Consultation support

• EVSE install & maintenance 
program

• Vehicle Purchase Incentives (lift 
trucks)

• Load Management

• Commercial EV TOU rate
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Planning, Load Management and Grid 
Integration

• Grid impact and cost evaluations for DCFC siting designs

• Ongoing load profile data, modeling and analysis of grid and 
economic impacts

• Developing load management capabilities
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Walking the Talk – Utility Electrification

• Fleet electrification 
- 25% of light-duty trucks electric by 2030
- continue 

• Facility charging infrastructure
- EVSE at every facility
- adequately support workplace
and fleet charging, available to the public

• Employee engagement
- increase employee EV adoption
300% by 2025
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Costs and Benefits – Light-duty EVs

• Additional benefits beyond light-duty shown above:
– Monetized environmental benefits could become available 

– Load management 

– Medium- and heavy-duty, other market segments19



Costs and Benefits – Light-duty EVs

• Intention to stay under 0.25% annual Revenue Requirement

• Regular adjustments to plan based on changing market conditions

• Approach transitions to more enabling as adoption takes 
permanent hold and accelerates in the mass-market
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Analysis and Reporting
• Summary year-end updates

– Expenses & revenues
– High-level program results & 

adjustments to plan

• Comprehensive mid-period report
– Adoption & forecasts
– Detailed program activity & results
– Lessons learned
– Adjustments

• 5-year TEP revisions

• Key metrics
– Customer satisfaction
– Adoption
– EVSE performance
– Costs and benefits
– Engagement, effectiveness of low-

income and community support 
programs
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Thank you!
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